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Safety & Operating Instructions 
This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or  
lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instructions concerning use of the appliance by  
a person responsible for their safety.  
Children should be supervised to ensure that they don't play with the appliance.  
This appliance is to be kept out of reach of children  
This appliance is not to be used in locations where flammable vapour or explosive dust is likely to exist.  
Do not replace any electrical cords yourself. You must use a registered electrical contractor.  
We suggest the unit be kept on 24 hours a day 365 days a year, as some insects are about all year round.  

Maintenance and Cleaning Instructions 
You must switch off power & unplug unit before cleaning commences.  
Remove front safety guards and clean insects off electric wire grill with small brush.  
Empty bottom tray and clean approx. once every 3 to 6 months, depending on use.  
Replace front safety guard and switch on power.  
Remove any dust or dirt with cloth or duster. 
Clean approx. once every 3 to 6 months, depending on use. 

Installation & Fixing Instructions 
Mount unit above head height on wall and preferably above arms reach.  
The extent to which insects are attracted to this unit is effected by the intensity of other light sources nearby, whether daylight  
or artificial light. Place it as far as possible from windows to maximize competition from the sunlight  
Do not place directly over exposed foods, food preparation surfaces and packing areas, as insects may occasionally fall beyond the     

limit of the catch tray. Empty tray regularly.  

Do not hang the unit over sources of heat (eg, fryers etc) since these may damage the insulation of the electrical cable.  
Wall Mounted Mode - A template is supplied to assist with drilling location for screws. Preferably 230cm from floor.  
Suspended Mode - Chain suspension from overhead is possible utilizing keyholes located at both ends of the unit.  

Replacing Parts  

You must switch off power & unplug unit before replacing any part.  
Remove front safety guard and replace tube or starter as required.  
Tubes & Starters should be changed approximately once every 6 months to maximum effectiveness. 
After changing tubes & starters replace front safety guard and switch on power.  
Flag mount wall brackets and catch tray extenders are available upon request.  

 

Thank you for purchasing a Starkeys Quality Product. Your unit has been designed for 
performance, durability and reliability to ensure many years of trouble free use. 
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